We present a new technique to automatically generate procedural representations of yarn geometry. Based on geometric measurements of physical yarn samples (a), our approach fits statistical representations of fiber geometry that closely match reality (b). The four yarns in (a, b) from top to bottom are cotton, rayon, silk, and polyester. Our fitted models can populate realistic fiber-level details into yarn-based fabric models (generated using textile design software or physically-based yarn simulation) to significantly improve the quality of the rendered fabrics (c-top vs. c-middle (ours)). Our procedural models carry high-level synthetic information (e.g., twisting and hairiness) which offers easy editability (c-bottom).
Introduction
Fabrics are essential to our daily lives. Designing and modeling them virtually is important for many applications such as online retail, textile design, and in entertainment applications like games and movies. Despite a rich history in computer graphics, accurately modeling fabrics remains challenging; fabrics are structurally and optically very complex, resulting in dramatic variation in their appearance.
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Since fiber-level details greatly affect large-scale fabric appearance, accurately capturing them is critical for predictive applications such as textile design. Previously, these detailed structures were measured through volume imaging (e.g., computed microtomography), leading to high-resolution 3D volumes [Zhao et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2012] or large numbers of unorganized fiber curves [Khungurn et al. 2015] . Neither of these representations is easy to manipulate. On the other hand are yarn-based models [Kaldor et al. 2008; Cirio et al. 2014] which are much more amenable to editing and simulation [Yuksel et al. 2012 ], but do not capture the richly detailed fiber-level structures that are needed to achieve realism. See , where the yarns appear to be made of plastic because they miss many detailed highlights generated by fiber-level structures. Bridging the gap between convenience and easy modeling on the one hand, and complex appearance on the other, is critical for the adoption of richly detailed fabric models. This paper introduces an automated modeling process which takes physical CT measurements (Figure 1 -a) and computes procedural descriptions for fabric yarns (Figure 1-b) . The output can be used to populate realistic fiber-level details into yarn-based models middle) , significantly improving the realism of the final output. Further, the parameterized models are easy to edit, producing significant variations of appearance that match the real-world behavior of yarns (Figure 1 -c, bottom).
Micro-geometry of fabrics has been studied extensively in textile research. Recently, Schröder et al. [2015] introduced a procedural yarn model to computer graphics leveraging state-of-the-art results from this field [Morris et al. 1999; Tao 1996; Keefe 1994 which can be edited easily. However, how to set parameter values for this model to closely match real fabrics remains a significant challenge. In [Schröder et al. 2015] , creating procedural yarns was a manual process. But this fitting can be tricky. As demonstrated in Figure 2 , changes in fiber-level properties, from twisting to level of hairiness, can greatly affect a fabric's overall appearance. Thus, properly fitting these parameters is essential to correctly reproduce the visual characteristics of real-world fabrics. But this is very challenging to do manually as fiber-level structures are too small to observe, and setting corresponding parameters properly requires careful analysis of 3D micro-geometries that are difficult to obtain without volumetric measurements.
In this paper, we present a novel technique to create procedural yarn models automatically based on physical measurements of realworld yarns. Our contributions include:
• An end-to-end pipeline to automatically build our model from physical measurements acquired using micro CT imaging ( §4).
• An improved flyaway fiber model which is not only statistically more meaningful, but also easier to fit to ( §5).
• Validation of our fitted results by comparing with CT measurements as well as photographs ( §6).
We are releasing our implementation, measured data, and fitted parameters (Table 2) . Our tool and data allow fiber-level details to be added to yarn-based cloth designs produced by textile software [Pointcarré 2016 ] and simulation tools [Kaldor et al. 2008; Cirio et al. 2014] . The added details can lead to significantly higher rendering quality (Figures 1 and 17 ) and greatly benefit the design applications.
Related Work
Fabric appearance. Fabric appearance has been an active research topic in computer graphics for decades. Traditionally, fabrics are treated as infinitely thin 2D sheets. Many surface reflectance models have been proposed to model fabric appearance [Irawan and Marschner 2012; Sadeghi et al. 2013] . Although these models provide high-quality renderings for fabrics viewed from a distance, they lack the power to closely reproduce the appearance of fabrics with thick yarns or fuzzy silhouettes, or the generality to handle different fabrics with wildly varying appearances. Recent advances in cloth appearance modeling have led to the development of volumetric [Xu et al. 2001; Jakob et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2013] and fiber-based [Schröder et al. 2015; Khungurn et al. 2015] cloth models. Unlike traditional methods, they describe fabrics at 3D volumes with varying densities (volumetric) or collections of fiber curves (fiber-based). Compared to traditional surface-based methods, these models are better at capturing the thickness and fuzziness of fabrics, which add significantly to their visual realism, and thus have brought the quality of computed rendered cloth to the next level. However, these techniques either provide automated creation of highly realistic models (achieved by measuring real-world samples) but carry little highlevel synthetic information (e.g., yarn twisting) [Zhao et al. 2011; Khungurn et al. 2015] , or offer compact procedural representations but rely on manually configured models which require nontrivial parameter tweaking to match reality closely [Schröder et al. 2015] .
We introduce a technique that takes the strength of both approaches while avoiding their weaknesses.
Fabric geometry. The geometric structure of fabrics have been studied by the textile research community for decades. State-of-theart results from this field [Morris et al. 1999; Tao 1996; Keefe 1994; Shinohara et al. 2010] have resulted in the introduction of some aforementioned micro-appearance modeling techniques [Zhao et al. 2011; Schröder et al. 2015] .
Yarn-based fabrics. Yarn-based representations describe fabrics at the yarn-level and are used almost exclusively in textile design [Pointcarré 2016] . Recently, yarn-based simulation [Kaldor et al. 2008; Cirio et al. 2014] and editing [Yuksel et al. 2012] have been developed in computer graphics. These models, however, usually offer limited rendering quality as they lack fiber-level details that contribute significantly to a fabric's overall appearance. Procedural models generated by our method bridge this gap: they can be used to populate fiber-level structure in the yarn models, significantly improving the virtual realism of their appearance.
Background
We discuss prior work in fabric micro-appearance modeling techniques ( §3.1) and procedural yarn models ( §3.2).
Fabric Micro-Appearance Modeling
Fabrics are constructed by combining multiple yarns via manufacturing technologies such as weaving and knitting. Each yarn, in turn, is created by twisting hundreds of micron-diameter fibers. Real-world yarns usually consist of multiple sub-strands or plies (Figure 3 ). Recent fiber-based models achieve visual accuracy by representing the real structure of yarns and plies explicitly. These models can be classified into two major categories: volumetric and fiber-based.
Volumetric models. Volumetric models describe a fabric's micro-geometry using high-resolution 3D volumes obtained by processing micro CT measurements [Zhao et al. 2011] . At each point in the volume, local fiber density and orientation are stored.
Fiber-based models. Fiber-based models treat fabrics as collections of individual fibers described as 1D curves [Khungurn et al. 2015; Schröder et al. 2015 ]. These fiber curves are then combined scale all fibers in the ply to obtain elliptical cross-sections 5: end for 6: twist all plies together around the yarn center with bidirectional curve scattering distribution functions (BCSDFs) to generate rendered images.
Compared to volumetric models, fiber-based models offer a similar level of realism [Khungurn et al. 2015] while being more compact and providing more synthetic information. Therefore, in this paper, we choose to generate fiber-based representations procedurally.
Procedural Modeling of Yarn Geometry
In this paper, we build on a procedural yarn model proposed by Schröder et al. [2015] based on state-of-the-art results from textile research [Morris et al. 1999; Tao 1996; Keefe 1994] . This model statistically describes how individual yarns are formed by underlying fibers. The key parameters are:
• For fibers: cross-sectional fiber distribution, fiber twisting, and fiber migration.
• For plies: ply cross section, ply twisting, and fiber count.
Additionally, this model has a separated step, which we improve upon in §5, that handles the important-for-realism effect of flyaway fibers. See [Schröder et al. 2015] for more details.
Cross-sectional fiber distribution. A key component of the procedural yarn model is a cross-sectional fiber distribution that captures the likelihood of a fiber's existence given its distance R ∈ [0, 1) from the ply center. This distribution uses the following (unnormalized) density function:
which is used with rejection sampling (Algorithm 2) to draw crosssectional fiber locations. Given a sampled location for the i-th fiber (xi, yi), the fiber curve (as a circular helix parameterized by θ) can be generated as follows, assuming the ply center to be the Z-axis:
where Ri := (xi, yi) 2, θi := atan2(yi, xi), and α is a constant determining the fiber's twist (i.e., the helix's pitch).
Fiber migration. In Eq. (2), the distance between a generated fiber and the ply center stays constant. But this is unnatural: fibers typically migrate from such a fixed distance. This fiber migration is modeled by allowing the distance to change continuously between two given constants Rmin and Rmax. That is, by replacing Ri in Eq. (2) with:
where s is a constant controlling the length of a rotation, and θ (0) i is a per-fiber parameter indicating the rotation's initial "phase".
Ply cross section. Plies generated with Eq. (1) and Eq. (3) always have circular cross-sections. A simple generalization is to support elliptical cross-sections by scaling a ply along the X-and Y-directions by factors of eX and eY respectively.
Algorithm 2 Sampling cross-sectional fiber location
Require: cross-sectional fiber distribution parameters , β 1: procedure SAMPLEFIBERLOCATION( , β) 2:
draw (x, y) uniformly in a unit disc 4:
return (x, y) 7: end procedure Flyaway fibers. Real yarns usually contain flyaway fibers that do not follow the flow of normal fibers. These irregularities not only contribute greatly to the realism of yarn appearance, but are also crucial for reproducing fuzzy silhouettes of real-world fabrics. Previous work generated flyaway fibers in a somewhat simplified manner using 3D perlin noise [Schröder et al. 2015] . We introduce an improved flyaway model ( §5) which is statistically more meaningful and easier to fit to.
Ply twisting. The final step to build a procedural yarn model is twisting the component plies. For a yarn centered at the Z-axis, each ply is twisted to follow a circularly helical curve
with its pitch controlled by α ply :
Besides the cross section and twisting information, each ply has an integer m associated with it that specifies the number of component fibers. The entire pipeline for procedural generation of yarn geometry is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Challenges in parameter fitting. Although the fiber generation process (Algorithm 1) is straight-forward given the model parameters, its inverse problem of parameter fitting is far from trivial. Many fiber-level parameters, such as cross-sectional fiber distribution and fiber migration, are based on the statistical properties of a yarn's micro-geometry. These properties are difficult to acquire due to their small scale, and challenging to fit to because of their naturally existing irregularities.
In this paper, we address these challenges by acquiring a yarn's micro-geometry using micro CT imaging, and introducing an endto-end pipeline to automatically and robustly fit procedural representations to the measured data ( §4). In addition, we introduce a new model for capturing flyaway fibers ( §5) which contributes significantly to photorealism.
Model Fitting
We present our end-to-end pipeline for fitting procedural yarns to physical measurements of micro-geometries. he parameters needed to be fit are summarized in Table 1 . The challenge is converting volumetric CT data with no synthetic information to a procedural yarn model with correct ply-level and fiber-level properties. Many parameters must be identified properly to match the appearance of physical yarns. Ultimately this approach yields a compact and editable representation capturing the rich irregularities of real-world yarns.
Our pipeline, from a high level, is analogous to executing Algorithm 1 in reverse order ( Figure 4 ). In particular, given measured yarn micro-geometry ( §4.1): • First, we estimate ply twisting as well as the component plies' cross-sectional shapes ( §4.2). Using this information, we 'untie' and deform all component plies so that they are centered on the Z-axis and have circular cross-sections.
• Then, we analyze each untied ply and classify the constituent fibers into two categories: flyaway and regular ( §4.3).
• Next, based on the obtained flyaway fibers, we determine the parameter values required by our improved model ( §5.2).
• Lastly, we fit the cross-sectional fiber distribution and migration parameters using the previously obtained regular fibers ( §4.4).
In the rest of this section, we first describe our CT imaging process stage leveraging state-of-the-art techniques [Zhao et al. 2012; Khungurn et al. 2015 ] to obtain clean input geometry to our main fitting pipeline ( §4.1). Then, we explain our pipeline following the flow of Algorithm 1 (i.e., from right to left in Figure 4 ).
Input
We acquire micro geometries of physical yarns using micro CT imaging. As shown in Figure 5 -a, multiple yarns are packed together for faster acquisition since they can be scanned simultaneously. Given micro CT measurements with volumetric fiber densities ( Figure 5 -b), we process them using the approach developed by Khungurn et al. [2015] to extract fiber curves ( Figure 5-c) . In addition, we perform yarn tracking [Zhao et al. 2012 ] to extract the center curve for each component ply ( 
Ply Twisting and Cross Section Estimation
The first step of our parameter fitting pipeline is to recover the input yarn's plying (i.e., ply twisting and cross-sectional shape) so that we can separate individual plies and perform later per-ply analysis.
In this paper, we assume all plies in a yarn are identical and evenly distributed around the yarn center.
Ply twisting. For each given ply center i (represented as a polyline), we fit a helical curve Si in the form of Eq. (4) which requires estimating the ply radius R ply i , the pitch α ply i , and initial angle θ ply i . Given our assumption of identical and evenly distributed plies, this boils down to finding:
• One set of R ply and α ply shared by all piles;
• θ ply 1 , the initial angle of the first ply, which can be used to determine those of all other plies by setting θ
To determine these parameters, we optimize the L2 distance between the given and fitted ply centers by minimizing:
where K is the number of plies, Si is given by Eq. (4), and S ) are already close to circular helices. We found that our simple approach was fast, well-behaved (i.e., there were no convergence issues), and produced high-quality results for rendering purposes.
Cross-section estimation. As in [Schröder et al. 2015] , we model the cross-sections of the plies as ellipses that are allowed to intersect, to mimic ply compression. Given a cross-sectional plane, we place an ellipse at the center of each ply with its short axis pointing towards the center of a polygon formed by all the ply centers (see Figure 6 for a 3-ply example). These ellipses are used to determine the lengths of the ellipse axes (i.e., eX and eY ). We assume identical plies, and therefore obtain one set of eX and eY values based on information from all plies. In particular, we rotate and translate each ply (with all its constituent fiber centers) in the plane, making it axis-aligned and centered at the origin (Figure 6, right) . By stacking all transformed plies from all cross-sectional planes, 1 we obtain an accumulated 2D point cloud consisting of fiber centers (Figure 7) . Then, we set eX and eY to twice the standard deviation of the X-and Y-coordinates of all these points, respectively. The resulting ellipse covers approximately 95% of the fiber centers. We rely on our flyaway fiber model to capture the remaining, mostly irregular, fibers.
Besides ply twisting and cross-section parameters, we estimate the number of fibers per ply as m = Ltotal/(Lply K) , where Ltotal indicates the total length of fibers in the measured geometry (Figure 5-c) , Lply denotes the length of a fitted ply center (all Si curves have identical lengths), and K is the number of plies.
Fiber Classification
Using the plying information obtained in §4.2, we untie the plies so that they are all centered around the Z-axis. All fibers in these piles then form a 'fiber soup' which will be analyzed by the following steps of our pipeline. In this step, we classify these fibers into regular versus flyaway.
To classify each fiber into one of the two categories, we consider its minimal and maximal distances denoted as dmin and dmax to the ply center (i.e., Z-axis). Given a fiber with n vertices (x1, y1, z1) , . . . , (xn, yn, zn), we have
CT measurements of real yarns usually contain alien components (e.g., dust) that do not belong to the yarn. They can be distinguished by large dmin values since alien materials tend to stay far from the 1 In practice, we take around 1000 cross-sectional planes for each yarn, similar to the resolution of micro CT measurements. (Figure 6 ) from a sequence of cross-sectional planes. We use this density information to determine the shape of ply cross-sections.
ply center. In practice, we consider all fibers with dmin beyond some threshold as alien and simply ignore them. We then categorize the remaining fibers into regular and flyaway based on their dmax values. Intuitively, fibers with small dmax values stay close to the ply center and are likely to be regular. On the other hand, those with large dmax values are at some point far from the center. Thus, they are considered flyaway.
To robustly obtain the thresholds for respectively identifying alien and flyaway fibers, we consider the means (denoted as µmin, µmax) and standard deviations (denoted as σmin, σmax) of all dmin and dmax values respectively. Precisely, we treat all fibers satisfying dmin > µmin + cminσmin as alien, and the remaining ones with
as flyaway (where cmin and cmax are user-specified constants). In practice, we use cmin = cmax = 2 and perform fiber classification separately for each (untied) ply. Figure 8 shows an example classification.
Fitting Fiber Distribution and Migration
Given the set of regular fibers obtained in §4.3, we now present the last step of our pipeline which fits the fiber distribution Eq. (1) and migration Eq. (3) parameters. Recall that all these fibers belong to untied plies, meaning that they are all centered around the Z-axis.
In theory, fiber migration parameters Rmin, Rmax, and s, can be recovered from a single regular fiber. However, due to irregularities in real data, using only one fiber generally yields highly unreliable results. Furthermore, many fibers in the input geometry are short due to limitations of the CT imaging processing step [Khungurn et al. 2015] , making migration parameter estimation even more challenging.
We tackle this problem by minimizing a reconstruction error defined as:
Emig(Rmin, Rmax, s)
where the summation is over all regular fibers, and Ei indicates the squared L2 difference between fiber i (represented as a polyline) and the helix generated with Ri, θ
i , Rmin, Rmax, and s via Eq. (1) and Eq. (3). Namely, Ei Ri, θ are given by the Z-coordinates of Fi's two endpoints. Then, we set (R * min , R * max , s * ) = arg min Emig(Rmin, Rmax, s).
Minimizing this reconstruction error Eq. (7), however, is non-trivial since the error metric itself includes minimization over Ri and θ
i . Thus, we enumerate a densely sampled set of Rmin, Rmax, and s values. For each combination, we solve the inner optimization problem (i.e., RHS of Eq. (7)). Similar to minimizing Eq. (5), we found it easy to find optimizers for this inner problem and used the same implementation.
After determining the fiber migration parameters, only the crosssectional fiber distribution remains unknown. Let R * i and θ i. We then apply Maximum-Likelihood Estimation (MLE) over all R * i values to obtain the fiber distribution parameters and β. Notice that the density function Eq. (1) is essentially conditional since it is used within a rejection sampling framework (Algorithm 2) where R is not uniformly distributed. The unconditional density for the MLE should be:
Let q( , β) be the normalization term for Eq. (9) q( , β) :
we have the normalized density function p
, which can be used in MLE. In practice, we use Matlab's mle() function with q evaluated numerically which can sometimes be prone to (numerically similar) local optima. However, this has caused no visual difference in our experiments.
At this point, we have obtained a set of ply-based and fiber-based parameters which can be used to procedurally generate regular fiber curves. With only regular fibers, however, yarns look unrealistic because they lack irregularities. In the next section, we present our improved flyaway fiber model in §5.1, and in §5.2, we describe how to fit the model parameters given real flyaway fibers obtained in §4.3.
Our Flyaway Fiber Model
Natural cloth yarns normally contain flyaway fibers which deviate from most other fibers, causing great irregularity in a yarn's micro-geometry. Although there are much fewer flyaways fibers comparing to regular ones, they contribute significantly to a fabric's fuzziness. Thus, to accurately reproduce the appearance and structure of real-world fabrics, these fibers need to be properly modeled.
Model Description
Flyaway fibers have been studied by textile researchers. In particular, Voborova et al. [2004] categorize flyaway fibers into five types. Inspired by their work, we introduce an improved flyaway fiber model over the one developed by Schröder et al. [2015] based on Perlin noise.
Our model classifies flyaway fibers into two categories: loop and hair ( Figure 9 ). Our hair-type fibers correspond to the first two flyaway classes in [Voborova et al. 2004 ], while our loop-type to their third class.
Loop-type. Loop-type flyaway fibers have both endpoints inside the main ply body. Each of these fibers was originally regular but part of it has been accidentally pulled out during the manufacturing process (Figure 9-a) . The density of these fibers and the distance each loop deviates from the ply center provide an important visual cue on how tight the fibers are twisted. Schröder et al. [2015] do not explicitly model these type of fibers. Instead, they use very strong fiber migrations to achieve similar effects. Unfortunately, this approach cannot easily capture occasionally occurring loop-type fibers, which are the common case in reality. The resulting geometry normally contains regularly appearing loops (Figure 10-a) .
We generate loop-type flyaway fibers by modifying the regular ones built previously (Line 2 of Algorithm 1). When turning a regular fiber into a loop-type flyaway, we randomly pick one of its vertices with Eq. (3) maximized and raise its radius to R loop max (by scaling its X-and Y-coordinates). We also scale up the radii of neighboring vertices belonging to the same migration period (i.e., one period of Ri(θ) in Eq. (3), see Figure 11 ). To create a set of loop-type flyaway fibers (based on existing regular ones), we draw R loop max from a normal distribution for each of them.
For each ply, we use ρ loop to capture the density of loop-type fibers. Given an untied ply centered around Z0Z1 with Z0 = (0, 0, z0) and Z1 = (0, 0, z1), we repeat the aforementioned process to generate ρ loop (z1 − z0) loop-type flyaway fibers.
Hair-type.
As shown in Figure 9 -b, each hair-type flyaway fiber has one endpoint outside the body of its hosting ply. This type of fiber contributes most significantly to a yarn's hairy appearance. We create a hair-type fiber (for Line 3 of Algorithm 1) by adding its (a) Migration-based (b) Ours Figure 10 : Comparison of loop-type flyaway fiber models: (a) the migration-based approach [Schröder et al. 2015] lacks the generality to represent occasionally occurring loops; (b) our model has sufficient representative power to capture such fiber geometry. 
with R hair (t) = R In [Schröder et al. 2015] , hair-type fibers are generated by randomly adding short curves with tangent directions disturbed by 3D Perlin noise (Figure 12-c) . Although able to generate hair-like fibers, the oversimplified nature of this approach makes it tricky to match reality and, more importantly, difficult to fit to given measured yarn geometries. Our model, on the other hand, carries clear statistical meaning and is easy to fit to (see §5.2).
Fiber perturbations. Until this point, all regular and flyaway fibers were perfectly smooth curves. This level of smoothness rarely exists in reality: real fibers generally contain many small but irregular turns. To mimic this effect, we add small perturbations to all fibers by randomly scaling the radius (i.e., X-and Y-coordinates) of each vertex.
Discussion. Our flyaway fiber models make two notable simplifications. In particular, our loop-type flyaway fibers always "span" exactly one migration cycle (as demonstrated in Figure 11 ), which is generally not the case in reality. Moreover, our hair-type flyaways all have "arc" shapes due to Eq. (11), while real hair-type fibers normally have more complex trajectories ( Figure 13 ). Despite these simplifications we match overall yarn appearance well (see Figure 15 ). They are introduced to ensure that our model can be reliably fitted from measurements containing limited number of flyaway fibers (e.g., Figure 5 -b). In the future, with greater amount of measurements, flyaway fiber models based on more complex statistical distributions could be designed.
Model Fitting
Recall that in §4.3, fibers from untied plies are classified as regular and flyaway. Given our flyaway fiber model ( §5.1), we now describe how to fit model parameters, i.e., ρhair, R After obtaining flyaway fibers for each untied ply, we start the fitting process by identifying the loop and hair components of each fiber. As illustrated in Figure 14 -a, one flyaway fiber can contain both components. Thus, for each of them, we start by checking if any of its endpoints has a radius (i.e., (x, y) 2) above the flyaway threshold Eq. (6). If so, we cut off the corresponding end of the fiber at vertices where the radius is both at a local minimum and below the threshold and add it to the collection of hair-type flyaway fibers. The remaining part (if any) is then added to the set of loop-type fibers. This fiber-splitting operation is illustrated in Figure 14 -b.
After all fibers have been processed, we obtain the flyaway densities ρ loop and ρ hair using the number of corresponding fibers divided by the length of the untied ply (i.e., z1 − z0). Then, for every loop-type fiber, we compute the radii of all its vertices and set R each hair-type fiber by examining its vertices. We then compute the sample mean and standard deviation for each of these quantities, which can be used to generate hair-type fibers via Eq. (11).
With flyaway fiber parameters fitted, we finally have recovered the values of all parameters in Table 1 . Using Algorithm 1, realistic yarn geometries can now be generated without the need for cumbersome CT measurement.
Results
We measured the micro-geometries of nine real-world yarns through three micro CT scans. These yarns are made from cotton, rayon, silk, and polyester, a good sampling of commonly used yarn materials. Our acquisition setup is shown in Figure 5 -a. All yarns were scanned in an XRadia MicroXCT scanner under a resolution of 2.5 µm, and each scan took approximately three hours. All rendered images are created using a modified version of the Mitsuba physically based renderer [Jakob 2013 ].
Performance. Our fitting algorithm is fast: given the processed CT data ( Figure 5-cd) , it takes fewer than ten CPU core minutes to fit each yarn. Compared to the CT data processing step ( §4.1) which normally takes several core hours, our fitting cost is negligible. Our method is generally well-behaved: despite the presence of non-convex optimization (e.g., §4.4), we did not observe any visual difference caused by local minima.
Validation. Figure 15 shows all our measured yarn geometries (a) and our fitting results (b). Procedural yarns generated with our method closely capture the statistics of the measured geometries, conveying a convincing impression of the corresponding yarn types.
To validate this, we compare full renderings of our models (d) with photographs of those yarns (c). To describe the optical properties of our procedurally generated yarns, we use the fiber scattering model introduced in [Khungurn et al. 2015] . See Table 3 for corresponding parameter values. Notice that our models can sometimes appear slightly less hairy since our measured geometries (a), which come from small (around 0.5 cm in length) yarn segments, might not capture all irregularities the photos have. This is not a limitation of our approach though, since one can scan multiple copies of the same type of yarn for variety and feed all the information to our parameter fitting algorithm.
Non-repetitive yarns. Figure 16 shows long yarns generated with our approach. Compared to many existing micro-appearance models [Zhao et al. 2011; Khungurn et al. 2015] , our approach does not rely on replicating (i.e., tiling) small pieces of fabrics. Thus, we produce realistic, non-repetitive details.
Full textiles. To describe full textiles, existing micro-appearance models usually take tens of megabytes (fiber-based) or several gigabytes (volumetric) of data. Our procedural model representation, on the other hand, is extremely compact: before instantiating fibers using Algorithm 1, only 22 numbers (see Table 2 ) need to be stored for each type of yarn. By combining these distributional parameters with a sparse set of yarn center curves, highly detailed textile models can be generated. This is demonstrated in Figure 17 where column (a) shows yarn curves that we use to populate fiber-level structures.
2 Without these small-scale details, the renderings offer limited quality. With added micro-geometry, on the other hand, the textiles appear much more realistic (b). The model constructed by our approach is fully procedural, offering easy editability. This is demonstrated in column (c) of Figure 17 . For the silk scene, in particular, we adjusted fiber twisting so that the fibers are better aligned. Such a fiber-level modification not only results in significantly stronger anisotropic highlights, but also causes the fabric to become less transparent (which one can tell from the darker shadow on the ground). This is because when the fibers are better aligned, they tend to block light more effectively by having fewer 'gaps'. The second example in Figure 17 shows how changing the flyaway distribution affects overall appearance of a fabric globally. By increasing the density of flyaway fibers, the entire cloth becomes significantly fuzzier, resulting in less structured highlights but more small random ones or 'glints'. The last result in Figure 17 is a homogeneous basket weave. We use the procedural geometry of "Polyester 1" with altered optical parameters. When making the shape of ply crosssections more elliptical (c), the underlying fiber structure changes dramatically, which leads to reduced overall glossiness. This further demonstrates the versatility of our approach and the significance of precise fitting of model parameters.
Limitations and future work. Our fitting pipeline requires solving several non-convex optimization problems ( §4.4). In the future, advanced solution techniques could be explored for better numerical accuracy and performance. Currently, rendering textiles with yarns represented by our model requires realizing all fibers (using Algorithm 1). We intend to develop efficient rendering algorithms that directly work on our procedural geometry. In addition, our yarn model makes some simplifying assumptions:
• Ply cross-sections are assumed to be elliptical and spatially invariant, causing small geometric mismatches for Rayon 3, Silk 1, and Silk 2 in Figure 15 -ab;
• Flyaway fibers have relatively simplified shapes (discussed in §5.1).
Thus, further generalizations of the yarn model and developing corresponding fitting techniques will be valuable. Finally, the level of geometric variance our method can capture is limited by the maximal sample size a micro CT scanner can take. Thus, large yarn-level variations that are difficult to measure are missing from our model.
Conclusion
Accurately modeling the appearance of fabrics is important for many design, prototyping, and entertainment applications. To accurately match reality, prior micro-appearance models either rely on dataintensive data sets or require tricky, manual parameter tweaking. We introduce a technique which bridges this gap, and thus enjoys advantages of both worlds while avoiding their weaknesses. Our method automatically fits procedural yarn models to accurate physical measurements obtained using volume imaging. The resulting models, which involve only 22 floating numbers for each yarn type, can be used to synthesize large textiles with high visual quality and without repetitive patterns. The statistical meaningfulness of these models also allow intuitive editing. Figure 15 . Positive and negative α values indicate counter-clockwise and clockwise (ply/fiber) twisting, respectively. We assume, without loss of generality, that Rmax = 1. For flyaway distribution parameters, paired numbers in parentheses indicate the mean and standard deviation of the corresponding normal distributions. When generating yarns using Algorithm 1, all parameters not mentioned here (e.g., Ri, θi, θ Table 3 : Fiber scattering parameters using the model introduced by Khungurn et al. [2015] for generating all renderings in Figure 15 . We manually adjusted the parameter values since finding optimal ones automatically is orthogonal to our current work. For better appearance matching, we recommended using advanced inverse rendering techniques such as [Khungurn et al. 2015] .
